LAST SECOND
In short: the entrant will have to recreate, on three tips, the three themes proposed during the
competition. All artistic and decorative techniques will be allowed
Jury evaluation criteria
Work definition (sharpness): was the nail art clear and visible? Is the design
recognisable and appropriate to the proposed model (5 points per tip)
Use of colours: do the colours used match properly? Are they fluent and well
defined? Were they chosen with criteria based on the proposed theme? (5 points
per tip)

Maximum
score
15
15

Difficulty level: is the nail art created on both works simple or complex? Has it
been carried out with proficiency and technical ability? (5 points per tip) PLEASE
NOTE: the 3D elements will not be evaluated in this parameter
Work finish and neatness: is the product completely polymerised? Are there any
visible trace of product, glue or dust? (3 points per tip)

15

Is the proposed nail art original, imaginative and reflects a great creativity based
on the proposed model? (4 points per tip)

12

Use of decorative materials: they are different, they harmoniously complete the
presented works and do not exceed the maximum percentage of 30% of the
surface of the tip? (3 points per tip)

9

There are 3D elements perfectly created and consistent with the model proposed
on all three tips

15

THEME: the entrant will be inspired by the models received during the
competition
Length of competition: 60 minutes
Total score:

Score
achieved

9

90 points

PLEASE NOTE:
 Since it is a competition based on the artistic imagination of the entrant, any decorative technique
is allowed: 3D, airbrush, acrylic colors, watercolor, pencil, color gel, ...
 Any decorative element is allowed: stones, rhinestones, glitter, studs, holograms, etc, provided
they do not exceed the maximum percentage of 30% (calculated on the total surface of the nail tip)
 Embossed elements must not exceed 0.5 cm in height
 Stamping, airbrush masks, moulds, etc. are allowed
 It is not allowed to change the original shape of the distributed nail tips, which must keep their
square shape
 Only the use of modelling clay (plasticine) gel and acrylic is allowed to create 3D decorative
elements, which must be carried out in place

